
Introducing Template Storage System, a new tool for office planning. Utilizing a compact, 15"-deep footprint, Template integrates seamlessly into the workplace, providing both individual and group environments with a virtually endless array of planning and aesthetic options. Template is GREENGUARD Indoor Air Quality Certified® and has been rated Sustainable Gold by the SMaRT® Consensus Sustainable Product Standard.
An Atmosphere of Spaciousness

With its clean lines and compact form, Template can serve as an alternative to traditional systems furniture. Perpendicular worksurfaces mount directly to Template shelves for a simple, visually lightweight desking solution. A markerboard paint option provides an area for notes and serves as the back to enclosed shelves on the opposite side. 57”-high spine in Silver paint with shelves and trapezoid worksurfaces in Medium Teak Techwood and fabric inserts in Knoll Hopsack, Orange. 94”-wide credenza with sliding glass doors in Bronze. Dividends Horizon™ X Base table in Medium Teak with Silver painted base; Generation by Knoll® chairs in Light finish with Desert Flex Back Net and seat in Spinneybeck® Copenhagen leather, 2203 Tivoli Gardens.
Core Planning: Efficiently Defining Space in the Open Plan

Template core planning leverages storage elements to plan spine-based workstations, creating an atmosphere of spaciousness—the type of collaborative work environment where learning, sharing and problem solving take place. Horizontal and vertical storage units divide space, allow light into individual workspaces, and provide a shared storage solution for users on both sides of the Template spine. Core planning is especially effective for dual-sided layouts, with no aesthetic or functional difference between the Template spine’s front and back.

Clean Horizontal and Vertical Lines

A cluster of four workstations, opposite, share a single 57”-high Template spine in Medium Metallic Grey paint. Storage backs are available with fabric inserts, providing a softer aesthetic and sound absorption, as well as a tackable area for notes, shown here in Knoll Hopsack, Silver, with Generation by Knoll® chair and Sapper™ monitor arm. 94”-wide credenza, top, in Medium Metallic Grey paint with sliding glass doors in Bronze.

Template’s unique pass-throughs on the spine, lower right, provide visual access to co-workers as well as natural light.
Perimeter Planning: Enhancing Storage on the Workspace Periphery

Template perimeter planning helps define work settings while providing space efficient storage solutions, consolidating numerous storage components—lateral files, pedestals, bookcases and overhead storage units—to accommodate vast storage needs. Ideal for private offices as well as open plan areas, Template offers architectural presence with a range of aesthetic effects.

Visible and Accessible

Shelves, drawers, and doors—available in a variety of finishes—combine to create space-efficient storage options. Template storage wall, top, with connected 78"-high storage wall units in Bright white; shelves, doors and drawer fronts in Natural Techwood, and fabric inserts in Knoll Hopsack, Gold. Dividends Horizon X Base table with Medium Teak top and base in Silver paint; Spark™ Lounge chairs in Light Grey.

Wardrobe closet, left, with coat hook, allows easily accessible personal storage. Vertical shelf dividers, bottom right, can be easily reconfigured to subdivide shelves for precise organization and visual interest.

Template private office, opposite, with connected 78"-high storage wall units in Bright White, Bright White worksurfaces and sliding doors in Powder glass; Generation by Knoll® chair in Light finish with Desert Flex Back Net and seat in Spinneybeck® Portofino leather, 2312 Liguria; Copeland Light™ in Silver.
Saving Space, Gaining Space

Unlike conventional panel system planning, Template works both as storage and as space divider. By consolidating the storage capacity of a pedestal, a file, and overhead storage cabinets within a dedicated Template workwall, work areas can be planned efficiently.

Template storage-based planning can save as much as 10% of floor space compared to typical panel-based planning, while providing equivalent worksurface area and storage volume, as the example below shows.

Template Planning

Storage plays an important role in zoning the workplace as well as enlivening the office landscape, opposite. In the open plan, freestanding storage walls can define departments, meeting areas or informal work areas. Medium-height storage can delineate work groups or team areas with seated privacy, while lower storage can serve counter-height work. In the private office, tall, shallow workwalls utilize the vertical dimension efficiently while minimizing the floor area required. Lower credenzas can support the storage needs of conference rooms and executive offices.

A conventional panel system layout, near right, with each workstation consisting of a main worksurface with a return, a file unit, two overhead storage cabinets, and a full panel surround.

A comparable Template layout, far right and top, with storage consolidated in a shared spine, enabling full use of the efficient, full-size desktop, and providing a 16% space savings over the comparable panel-based layout.
Storage core planning as spine for open office cluster

Workwalls efficiently support focused private office

Storage islands create standing work areas

Storage walls define team spaces

Storage as shared equipment counters

Storage to delineate individual workspaces

Storage walls defining casual work area

24"-high storage
42"-high storage
50"-high storage
71" or higher storage
Core Planning Ideas: Storage as Spine

Redefining Open Plan Environments
A Template spine provides spatial division, individual storage, and a conduit for electrical and data access. Unique pass-through capabilities provide access to co-workers as well as natural light. Perpendicular worksurfaces mount directly to Template shelves for a simple, visually lightweight desking solution.

Shared Storage
Double spine workstations, above.
• 42”-high double spine
• 54” x 30” perpendicular worksurfaces with Template leg
• Chadwick™ chairs
• Sapper™ monitor arms

Maximizing Storage
Linked serpentine workstations, top right.
• 64”-high Template spine with fabric backs and inserts
• 72” x 30” Worksurface with Template leg
• Generation by Knoll® chairs
• Sapper™ monitor arms

Areas for Focus and Teamwork
Individual worksurfaces and shared storage.
• 42”-high Template storage
• 57”-high Template storage
• 66” x 30” Worksurface
• EWC Sport™ chairs
• Moment™ side chairs
• Sapper™ monitor arms
Focused and Collaborative Work
Template redefines open plan work environments. Available in eight horizons up to 78”, Template can provide a sense of visual privacy. Template partners with panel systems to provide varying levels of privacy and access.

Framing Space
Workwalls with integrated panels, above.
- 57”-high Template storage units
- 42”-high Dividends Horizon panels
- 60” × 24” Worksurfaces
- Generation by Knoll® chairs
- Dividends Horizon X Base table
- Spark™ Lounge chairs
- Sapper™ monitor arms

Benching Solutions
Storage with integrated panels, top right.
- 28”-high Template storage units
- 42”-high Dividends Horizon panels with 14”-high Stacking Frames with glass inserts
- Currents™ Wiper worktable
- Chadwick™ chairs
- Sprite armless chairs
- Sapper™ monitor arms

Dividing Work Areas
Focused, 6’x 6’ workstations, right.
- 57”-high Template storage units
- 42”-high Dividends Horizon open weave screens
- Generation by Knoll® chairs
- Sapper™ monitor arms
Perimeter Planning: Open Plan

Storage Surrounds
Template offers new ways to zone the office: perimeter storage to delineate the overall workspace, borders to define teams and shared resources to encourage collaboration among small clusters of peers. Template offers virtually limitless planning opportunities because it stands independently of a building's architecture and other furniture.

Defining Space
Enclave meeting area, above.
- 78”-high Template storage units with markerboard and tackable fabric backs
- 14’ 6”-wide Template bench-height unit with 48”-wide sliding doors and 24”-wide file drawers
- Dividends Horizon 96” x 48” Y-Leg table
- Generation by Knoll® chairs

Maximizing Storage
Open back storage wall, top right.
- 16’-wide, 71”-high storage unit with pass-throughs and fabric inserts
- Dividends Horizon 96” x 48” Y-Leg table
- Moment™ side chairs

Delineating Work Areas
Common storage, right.
- 42”-high Template units with sliding glass doors, open shelves, and veneer top
- Life® chairs
Perimeter Planning: Private Office

Problem Solving
Template provides a customized backdrop for the private office, combining clean lines with space-maximizing storage. Open and enclosed storage, as well as unique combinations of finish options support the many needs of today's private office.

Peninsula Desk
Private office in veneer, above.
- 12'-wide, 71"-high workwall
- 60" x 34" peninsula top
- Life® chair
- Saarinen armless chairs

Freestanding Table Desk
Storage wall, top right.
- 14'-wide, 78"-high workwall
- 72" x 36" Dividends Horizon Y Base table
- Generation by Knoll® chair
- Moment™ side chairs

Shared Workwall
Shared private office, right.
- 15'-wide, 64"-high workwall
- 72" x 30" worksurfaces
- Dividends Horizon X Base table
- Chadwick™ chairs
- Sapper™ monitor arms
Staying Connected

Template helps stay connected in every sense of the term. In today’s fast moving organizations, professionals need to quickly plug in. Template provides easy access to electrical, data, USB hubs and even optional iPod® docks, all just above or below worksurface height.

Easy Access

Every Template unit comes with the ability to run electrical and data cables through the base. Template utilizes an 8-wire, 4-circuit electrical system that is easy to specify, install, and access. As outlined in a plan view of a Template storage wall, above, most electrical needs can be met through four basic components: a Desk-Height Power/Communications Module provides user access just above or below the worksurface to basic power, communications, iPod™ docks, or USB hubs; the Base Power Block serves as the hub of the entire electrical system as power passes through to power jumpers or a desk-height power module; the Base Conduit Jumper transfers power from one Template base to another; and the Base Infeed, which brings power for both circuits from the building power supply through a Template end panel.
Knoll Systems

A Versatile Kit of Parts

Within Template’s uniform, 15”-deep footprint, an array of glass, veneer, fabric, laminate and painted steel choices create options for every aesthetic and price point. As a storage system, components can be added or removed—ensuring that Template can respond to the ever-changing needs of the modern workplace.

Multiple Heights
Template spans 9 standard heights, from 16” to a nominal 78”-high.

Easily Adjustable Shelves
Readily adjustable in 1” increments, shelves can be subdivided into organizational cubbies by adding vertical dividers. Available in either painted steel or veneer, shelves are nominally 13”-deep and provide a ¾” space in the back for wire management.

Worksurface Shelves
Available in laminate or veneer, 1 1/4”-thick worksurface shelves create planning and visual consistency between Template and systems worksurfaces.

Inside Back Inserts
For visual impact, fabric or veneer inserts can be specified against the inside of a back, directly behind shelves and drawers. Alternatively, an opening can be created to create a visual pass-through to the other side.

Hinged Doors
Available in painted steel or veneer, hinged doors provide a fine furniture aesthetic for enclosed storage. Locking option available.

Versatile Drawers
Drawers can be placed under worksurface height in widths from 18” to 48” wide. Available in box/box, file/file or 2 box/file combinations. Box drawers hold personal items, while file drawers can support side-to-side letter-sized filing or front-to-back letter/legal filing. Fronts are available in either painted steel or veneer finishes, with or without locks.

Tight, Architectural Frame
Regardless of storage unit width, a single vertical panel divides each section. Shelves and end panels are consistently 1” thick.

Base
Base height aligns with Knoll Calibre pedestals and files.
Template™

Template is a new tool for office planning: a plannable storage system that defines group work areas and individual workstations, and offers infinite combinations of open shelves, drawers and cabinet inserts. Designed by Antenna Design with David Noel.

Template Core Planning for the Open Plan
Template storage units divide space, allow light into individual workspaces, and provide a shared storage solution for users on both sides of the Template spine.

Template Core Planning with Panels
Template integrates seamlessly with panel systems. Template storage units anchor and separate clusters of workstations while perpendicular systems panels delineate space and manage power and data.

Template Perimeter Planning for the Open Plan
Template offers new ways to zone the office: perimeter storage to delineate the overall workspace, borders to define teams and shared resources to encourage collaboration among small clusters of peers.

Template Perimeter Planning for the Private Office
Template provides a customized backdrop for the private office, combining clean lines with space-maximizing storage.